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By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Boston Consulting  Group (BCG) is dig g ing  into the data surrounding  g reen resources.

According  to its finding s, fashion brands that use sustainable raw materials can boost their net profits by 6 percent, on averag e.
Despite their earning s-boosting  potential, demand is set to exceed supply by 133 million tons by 2030, revealing  a major
challeng e and an even big g er opportunity for the industry.

"Utiliz ing  sustainable raw materials can drive incremental value when they (are not only sustainable but also) deliver ag ainst
customers' fundamental needs (e.g ., quality, durability)," said Lauren Taylor, manag ing  director and partner, and g lobal lead of
customer-centric sustainability and innovation at BCG, Dallas.

"To reap outsized benefits, companies and brands must overcome key barriers to drive customer choice and further innovate
to create disruptive new products/services and business models."

For the report, "Sustainable Raw Materials Will Drive Profitability for Fashion and Apparel Brands," BCG worked with U.S.
nonprofit Textile Exchang e and environmental sustainability consultancy Quantis. Insig hts were sourced from professionals at all
three companies and expert interviews.

Green gains
More than 85 percent of top-selling  apparel labels have publicly announced targ ets to decarbonize their supply chains.

Since raw materials make up two-thirds of fashion's climate impact according  to the report, addressing  this area of the business
is critical for these g oals to be met. Based on the models included, brands that are able to do so have the potential to increase
net profits over a five-year period.
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The opportunities are huge for brands that successfully adopt green models. Image courtesy of BCG

Luxury names or those bring ing  in $1 billion in annual revenues could tap into a cumulative opportunity of $100 million within that
time frame.

However, low-impact materials are still in the early stag es of being  embraced by manufacturers.

Suppliers that meet the Environmental Protection Ag ency's T ier 4 standards are not seeing  enoug h enthusiasm from the fashion
industry to develop further. Investment and commitment are lacking , thus, many producers of such raw materials, called
"preferred" in the report, are holding  back on adopting  the framework that would increase scale.

In 2030, only 19 percent of materials will be preferred, falling  far short of customers' demand by that point in time.

Apparel maisons must act immediately to bulk up the eco-friendly raw materials in their portfolios these systems take time to
establish effectively. If they do not, investment will not be up to par with the market's potential demands by the end of the decade.

"Fashion and apparel brands need to take immediate action to invest in the supply of preferred raw materials, thereby securing
resources and transforming  their business models for a sustainable future," said Philipp Meister, g lobal lead of fashion and
sporting  g oods at Quantis and coauthor of the report, in a statement.

"This will require brands to rethink product portfolios, streng then supplier relationships, and build company-wide eng ag ement
all of which could take years."

The Materials Benchmark is the larg est peer-to-peer comparison initiative focused on sustainability in the
fashion, textile, and apparel industry.

This year, the results analyze data submitted by 397 companies.

See the 2023 key finding s https://t.co/PWzehIGjF3 pic.twitter.com/r4g LD0FVSK

TextileExchang e (@TextileExchang e) December 12, 2023

BCG's report provides six ways that brands can beg in building  out their materials strateg y.

Investing  in, and embedding , complete traceability to "de-risk" supply chains and fully g rasp impact is key. This is already a hot
topic in luxury (see story), with many maisons rolling  out tracking  features (see story) and opting  for drops that center
provenance (see story).

Using  a science-backed method to support decision-making  is another BCG recommendation, which could satisfy stakeholders
and help companies avoid g reen-washing  accusations (see story).

It is important for businesses to diversify their materials portfolio. As the climate crisis marches on, this will help them avoid the
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neg ative fallouts that come with the shortag es related to droug hts, floods and other natural disasters (see story).

The report encourag es companies to build a case that has a "triple win" for supplies, brands and nature.

Finally, the last two sug g estions are to streng then relationships with supply chain players and to make sure that knowledg e is
consistent throug hout touchpoints.

While investing  in low-climate-impact raw materials can be g ood for business, it needs to be g ood for
everyone. It needs to be a just transition.

Find out more https://t.co/4vtkTLvaSS pic.twitter.com/VO2r5WLz0B

TextileExchang e (@TextileExchang e) November 3, 2023

"There are many innovative deeptech' technolog ies that can companies should explore," said Ms. Taylor.

"For example, companies can consider replacing  traditional bio-based ing redients (e.g ., plant-based vs. chemical) to 'bio-better'
formulation (e.g ., bio-actives using  syn bio) and from bio-deg radable (e.g ., compostable packag ing ), to 'Seg ment of 1' at scale
(e.g ., localized/distributed production) leverag ing  deep tech innovation," she said. "The ultimate g oal is to shift the mindset from
substitutions to today's materials in the current value chain, to a new end-to-end business model that yields a better customer
experience and profitable sustainability."

Green legislation hits luxury
Sustainability-related reg ulations are multiplying  around the world, with 35 new pieces of leg islation slated to g o into effect in the
next two to four years.

These new laws and g uidelines have a larg er impact than ever before, and customers are more research-savvy than at any time
in history. It is vital that companies comply, and up to 8 percent of their earning s are at risk if they do not (see story).

"Fashion and apparel brands face a two-part challeng e: they must double down on driving  carbon reduction while preparing  for
upcoming  reg ulations," said Jocelyn Wilkinson, BCG partner and coauthor of the report, in a statement.

"Success on both counts relies on a robust strateg y for preferred raw materials one that helps brands lock in a supply of
sustainable materials for the future," Ms. Wilkinson said. "Putting  that strateg y into immediate action promises to pay off."

Reg ardless of the stricter framework being  applied, the report estimates that only 15 percent of brands are currently alig ned
with flag ship reg ulations.

Leg islation will become a bigger decision-shaper in fashion with every passing  year. Image courtesy of BCG

To avoid this pitfall, many in luxury are focusing  specifically on minimizing  their carbon footprints (see story). This is popular
across sectors thanks to the issue's metrics-oriented, straig htforward nature (see story).
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Others, like British fashion house Stella McCartney, are working  with inventors of alternative fabrics and producers of preferred
raw materials (see story). This has become a centerpiece of the brand's modern imag e.

"In the face of the climate crisis, the policy landscape, and investor and consumer scrutiny, fashion and apparel brands cannot
afford to underinvest in their raw-materials strateg ies any long er," said Beth Jensen, director of climate impact at Textile
Exchang e and coauthor of the report, in a statement.

"Brands must act boldly now to invest in the supply chain relationships that will enable achievement of their climate g oals by 2030
a key milestone year that is rapidly approaching ."
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